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Always a Novice: Feminist Learning and Leadership Practice

Maura A. Smale

Learning about the theory and practice of intersectional feminism played an important role in my development as a librarian and a library director, and the ongoing study of feminism continues to be integral to my leadership work. The definition of feminism that I prefer is the concise and powerful statement by bell hooks: “feminism seeks to end sexism, sexist exploitation, and oppression.” While I did not attend a library and information science graduate program with the express intention of becoming a library director, that is where I find myself. And while I have always considered myself a feminist, I had never studied feminism until recently and I am still new to feminist theory and practice. In sharing my experiences of embracing a novice mindset I hope to encourage others who support feminism—and especially intersectional feminist practice—to consider a leadership path in libraries.

From Academic Librarianship to Critical Pedagogy to Feminism

Like many librarians my path to this career was not direct. I returned to graduate school for my Master of Library and Information Science (MLIS) after having worked as an archaeologist and in online publishing. While in graduate school I took on a few different

---

internships—at a public research library, at a private university library, and at the library at Brooklyn College, part of the City University of New York (CUNY). Though by that time I had lived in New York City for fifteen years, I did not know much about CUNY before my internship at Brooklyn College. New York State education law states that the university has a “commitment to academic excellence and to the provision of equal access and opportunity for students, faculty and staff from all ethnic and racial groups and from both sexes,” and that CUNY “is of vital importance as a vehicle for the upward mobility of the disadvantaged in the City of New York.” At Brooklyn College the library faculty and staff were dedicated and engaged, as were the students, drawn from across all boroughs of New York City. When I finished my degree and began to look for jobs I was especially interested in working at CUNY, and was delighted to be hired as Instruction Coordinator at New York City College of Technology (City Tech) in 2008.

As I immersed myself in instruction and reference in my new position, I also immersed myself in learning more about information literacy. In reading the professional literature, I found James Elmborg’s and Michelle Holschuh-Simmons’ articles about critical information literacy to be particularly compelling, which encouraged me to create more opportunities for students to think critically about information in my instruction sessions. Reading Paolo Freire’s *Pedagogy of the Oppressed* introduced me to critical pedagogy and I expanded my efforts to bring these ideas into my library classroom. When I was approached by faculty in another department at City Tech who were developing a new degree program and were interested in a course on research and documentation for their students, I realized that this was an opportunity to develop a semester-length course with a focus on more than library skills. With the increased time with students we

---


could explore information issues like access, privacy, and ethics, and bring in students’ lived experiences with research and information use. Valuing students’ experiences, engaging in active learning and group work, and making space for students to contribute to and shape their classroom experiences—all are feminist pedagogical practices that I was developing.

Reading, practicing, and thinking about critical information literacy led me to realize that, while I had long identified as a feminist, I had never engaged in any intentional learning about feminism or feminist theory. In early 2014, I picked up hooks’ *Feminism Is For Everybody*. As hooks notes in its early pages, her intent in writing was to produce “a straightforward, clear book —easy to read without being simplistic,” a promise to herself and her readers that she keeps. Many of my college and graduate courses in the social sciences and humanities had required me to read theoretical texts heavy with academic terminology and jargon, with which I had often struggled. While the value of theory I can apply to my practice is readily apparent, I have always found it more difficult to read and analyze theory that is more abstract. I prefer readings that consider practice along with theory more explicitly, and reading hooks’ book was the first step in acknowledging and addressing the gap in my knowledge about feminist theory.

I began to learn more about critical librarianship, a topic that encompasses critical information literacy and feminist library practice among other themes. In April 2014, several librarians founded the #critlib chats on the social media platform Twitter to discuss topics in critical librarianship. A Twitter chat, which typically consists of one or more moderators posting questions for participants to answer while using a hashtag to identify the conversation, can sometimes be a challenging venue for focused and involved discussion of a multifaceted topic like critical librarianship. However, Twitter chats


7 hooks, *Feminism Is For Everybody*, vii.

can be a valuable opportunity to engage in and follow the conversation with librarians across and beyond the U.S. and Canada, and I have been (and continue to be) an eager participant in the #critlib chats.\(^9\) While I had been a Twitter user for several years, the #critlib chats mark the beginning of my own more intentional use of this social media platform as a professional development resource, especially for learning about feminism and anti-racism.

Around the same time, the U.S. and global news media increasingly began to report on the killings of people of color—especially black boys and men—by police and others. In the news and on Twitter, I followed the protests after the 2012 shooting of Trayvon Martin and the 2014 shooting of Michael Brown, sadly only two among many deaths, and the rise of the #BlackLivesMatter movement for racial justice. It became clear to me that as a white person in the United States I am complicit in what Mariana Ortega has called loving, knowing ignorance: “an ignorance of the thought and experience of women of color that is accompanied by both alleged love for and alleged knowledge about them.”\(^10\) My white privilege meant that I didn’t know what I didn’t know about the experiences of people of color, and I began to expand my study to include intersectional feminism, racism, and white supremacy.

**Understanding Myself as a White Woman and a Feminist**

I have identified as a feminist since my teen years, though throughout my early adulthood I was not drawn to feminism as a topic of academic (or extracurricular) study. I am sure that my privilege is the reason: I am a white, straight, cisgender, able-bodied, non-religious woman from a middle-class background. As a child I attended a mix of public, Catholic, and private schools, and my family and I predominantly lived in urban and suburban areas of the Northeastern U.S. in communities that were primarily though not exclusively white. I went directly

---


from high school to college to a graduate program in anthropology, specializing in archaeology. After finishing my degree, I spent a few years working in online media before returning to graduate school for a Master of Library and Information Science, and have worked in academic libraries ever since. I was able to undertake several unpaid internships during my MLIS studies—essential experience, as I had not previously worked in a library—because I was fortunate enough to have a partner who could temporarily sustain our household on one income.

Though I have spent most of my life in academic environments, I have never taken a course in women’s or gender studies and have not read most of the foundational feminist texts. My choice not to pursue coursework in feminism or feminist theory in college and graduate school was less a decision than a non-decision, and though it is something I regret, it is difficult to remember the specifics after twenty-five years. I suspect that my lack of engagement with feminist theory during my academic work stems from my experiences growing up in mostly white spaces in which I absorbed the lessons of white feminism from the 1960s and 1970s. I have never felt that I had to wear makeup or dress in an overtly feminine way if I preferred otherwise, and I was never dissuaded from studying archaeology, a predominantly male field. I think that I did not feel compelled to seek out intentional learning about feminism because as a white, middle-class woman, I was already benefitting from white feminism.

I also did not take courses in feminist theory in my library and information science program. More than two decades ago Jane Anne Hannigan stressed the value of studying feminist theory throughout the LIS curriculum, since the “basic premises upon which librarianship and information science have been built are structured on white, middle-class, male paradigms that have systematically, if unconsciously, silenced and excluded women.” The program I attended, like many programs, did not offer much LIS theory or history, which I now realize would have been especially valuable given the many problematic aspects of the history (and present state) of librarianship. As Todd Honma has noted, “from its very inception,

---

the public library system was engaged in a racializing project, one whose purpose was to inculcate European ethnics into whiteness.”

Maria Accardi, as interviewed by Robert Schroeder in *Critical Journeys*, suggests that lack of theory in graduate library programs may be because “the goal was to prepare you to be a practitioner.” It is perhaps not unusual for LIS programs that offer the master’s degree exclusively rather than master’s and doctoral degrees to not offer many courses in theory, though I have heard and read about many librarians who wish they had the opportunity to take theory courses.

Despite my lack of training in feminist theory during my formal education, many of my education and work experiences prior to becoming a librarian (and then a library director) were informed by feminist practice. Archaeology is a collaborative discipline; it is not possible to do the work alone. Fieldwork and lab work in college and graduate school with teams of people of a range of ages, experiences, and backgrounds, as well as working with my cohort of graduate students in our student association and as research assistants, all offered the opportunity to learn with and from others as we worked toward a shared goal. In my work in online publishing I was often a member of teams with little hierarchy and lots of opportunities for everyone to contribute. When I was hired into my first full-time library position to coordinate library instruction, I was accustomed to working as part of a team. Working as Instruction Coordinator with my library faculty colleagues, faculty in other departments, and students, where I was untenured and had the least seniority, both within the library and at the college, required much collaboration, and I continued to draw on feminist practice in that role.

By the time I applied for the position of library director, my prior experiences had given me a firm, if shallow, grounding in feminist practice, providing a base from which I could continue to learn about feminist theory and build my knowledge of intersectional feminism.

---
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Bringing Feminism Into My Leadership Role

I would not have considered applying for a library director position if not for feminism. The statistics on diversity of all kinds in the library profession and among library leaders are disappointing, to say the least: 88% of librarians are white, as are 71% of students in MLIS programs.\(^{15}\) Additionally, though 80% of all librarians identify as female, “only 58% of directors of ARL libraries are female.”\(^{16}\) Research by Christine L. Williams has shown that white, heterosexual men in feminized professions—of which librarianship is one—benefit from “the assumption that they are better suited than women for leadership positions.”\(^{17}\) And while many of the perceived attributes of management positions may discourage women and those in marginalized groups from seeking them out, as Chris Bourg has noted:

> If all of you who don’t want to play politics, who don’t want power & influence to change your values, and who want to have a healthy work life balance shy away from leadership positions; it might mean that you are leaving the leadership of our profession in the hands of those who aren’t concerned about those things.\(^{18}\)

When the former Library Director at City Tech announced his retirement in early 2014, I took seriously the disparity in men and women at the library director level. I applied for and accepted the position later that year.

My initial year as Chief Librarian was busy, with lots of change to manage both during and after the transition into my new role. During that time several library faculty and staff retired or moved to other positions, a few new staff positions were created and, as a
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result of these changes, many library faculty and staff responsibilities were reorganized. My predecessor had modeled transparency in his leadership work, sharing information with us from the meetings he attended with the administration or of various college and university committees. During the time of transition I felt that transparency was essential, and I continue to share as much information as I can with library faculty and staff, both via email and in person. I am in full agreement with other feminist leaders who have emphasized the value of transparency; as Baharak Yousefi reminds us, “do not assume that you know what others need/don’t need to know.”

With so many transitions in the library, I spent much of my first year and a half as director recruiting and hiring to fill newly vacant positions. Much has been published in recent years on the search and interview process in library hiring as part of the ever-increasing conversation on the lack of diversity in libraries. Fobazi Ettarh stresses the importance of intersectionality in the profession of librarianship, and the need for librarians “to educate ourselves on how these intersecting oppressions affect our community.” April Hathcock considers the librarian job search and finds that “an application process rooted in whiteness can have a chilling effect on the types of applicants who actually apply, creating a self-selection process that further promotes whiteness in the profession.” Angela Galvan addresses librarian job interviews and also finds that “the interview process is a series of repetitive gestures designed to mimic and reinforce white middle class values.” The work of these scholars was foremost in my mind as I strove for a feminist and anti-racist hiring practice.


I added our college’s Equal Employment Opportunity statement at the beginning of each job ad we circulated, supplementing its usual appearance at the end of the ad. During search committee meetings we overtly discussed the diversity of the applicant pool for each position, in addition to considering the college-provided Affirmative Action statistics for the Library. These efforts are just a start; the next time we are able to hire I will continue to look for ways to increase the diversity of our applicant pool, including promoting positions via listservs and publications of the American Library Association ethnic caucuses.

I also bring feminism into my leadership practice by scheduling regular meetings with everyone who works in the library. While meetings are often reviled in libraries, academia, and other organizational settings for their potential to waste time, I appreciate meetings as a way to both discuss and work together towards shared goals, and I try to be mindful of others’ time and commitments by planning (and following) an agenda. In my current role, this means regular meetings with all full-time library faculty and staff, both clerical and professional; with the library faculty and professional staff; and one-on-one meetings with each member of the library faculty and staff whom I supervise directly. Our all-library meeting is a dedicated time for us to share information with each other about regular library operations and projects. It is a useful opportunity for me as a leader and for all of our library workers—Public Services and Technical Services, faculty and staff—to stay informed about our experiences with our jobs and with members of the college community. I should note that at City Tech we have a relatively small library with a total of 24 full-time workers (myself included). I acknowledge that in a small library with a relatively flat hierarchy, transparency and communication via meetings and other means may be easier to implement than in a larger or multi-site library.

CONTINUING TO LEARN ABOUT INTERSECTIONAL FEMINISM AND ANTI-RACISM

As I have learned more about feminist theory, I have been led to the related themes of intersectionality, whiteness, and racism and continuing bias against marginalized peoples, and to striving for inclusive practice in my leadership work and beyond. The chapters on race and feminist class struggle in *Feminism Is For Everybody* were
my introduction to intersectionality, after which I read legal scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw’s 1989 article in which she coined the term. In her analysis of several anti-discrimination cases, Crenshaw demonstrated that the use of a “single-axis framework” to keep gender and race separate rendered the experiences of black women invisible.23 Given the continued whiteness of librarianship, taking action to make my feminism intersectional seems especially critical, following Crenshaw’s assertion that “feminism must include an analysis of race if it hopes to express the aspirations of non-white women.”24 As Crenshaw and Ortega have noted, working with and learning about women of color forces white women to acknowledge their participation in the system of white privilege, which is difficult,25 a reality that I continue to face in my own studies.

I have made it a priority to learn more about intersectional feminism. Many of the professional development opportunities available to me enable intentional learning about feminism and anti-racism. At conferences, I seek out sessions on topics in critical librarianship and diversity and inclusion in higher education, and I have also participated in anti-racism workshops outside of librarianship. Some provide opportunities for white people to work specifically with other white people. They provide a place for white people to learn more about dismantling white supremacy without requesting that people of color, who experience racism every day, take on the additional work of educating us. Face to face and interpersonal venues for learning are valuable because they offer a chance to listen to and learn from others and to work through difficult topics together. I also appreciate that attending conferences and workshops can provide dedicated time and space for learning and reflection. While I am an introvert, I work to push past the hesitation I can feel at the prospect of engaging in difficult discussions. It is important to do this work in conversation with others, since sexism, racism, and other forms of oppression are structural, persistent problems without easy solutions.
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I have also continued to engage in self-directed learning about feminism and anti-racism. There is so much to read, from academic books and articles to magazine and newspaper pieces, and I have also changed my fiction reading habits to regularly scan the #weneeddiversebooks lists for leisure reading suggestions. I am grateful to librarians and others who have created reading lists and collected resources on these topics. Twitter remains one of my favorite venues for self-directed learning. Even as the social media platform has changed over the years to become more overtly corporate, and despite very real concerns about the environment of toxic harassment that many women, people of color, those who identify as LGBTQ+, and other marginalized people face, Twitter still represents a unique opportunity to listen and learn. Listening is key: by respectfully listening and giving space for those who do not share our identity(ies) to engage in discussion, we can learn much about how we can all work to resist sexism, racism, and oppression in all forms. And as Elvia Arroyo-Ramirez and Jenna Freedman emphasized in their workshop on microaggressions and zines at the LACUNY Institute in 2016, zines (and other media) produced by people of color are a terrific way for whites to self-educate without burdening people of color.

Continued learning has made me more aware of the lack of intersectional feminist perspectives in events, programs, and conversations across my work in academic librarianship and as a library director. Two decades ago, Jane Anne Hannigan and Hilary Crew emphasized the need to question male-focused management models in LIS education, and wondered how librarianship “can resist the domination of male management models that encompass gender/power inequalities in their basic assumptions, especially when such inequalities are embedded in the rhetoric of texts used.


in the educational process.”

Beyond LIS graduate coursework there are many professional programs that focus on library leadership, in academic and other libraries, which often aim to develop management skills among librarians who are interested in leadership or who may have come into a leadership position without explicit training. However, as Jessica Olin and Michelle Millet have shared about their experiences “gender is barely mentioned, if at all, in such settings.”

While I have found much of value in my own experiences with leadership development, I have found the lack of explicitly feminist and intersectional teachings on leadership to be all the more stark given the diversity expressed by my fellow attendees of these programs.

Though I did not learn more about intersectional feminism early in my education and careers, one advantage of my delay is that I have immediate contexts in which to apply theory to practice in my work. Scholars including Maria Accardi, Jane Anne Hannigan, and Jennifer Vinopal have offered concrete suggestions for feminist library leadership practice. In the process of hiring several tenure-track library faculty, I have and continue to be mindful of not just recruitment, but also retention. Research has shown that the promotion and tenure process can be especially fraught for women, people of color, and other marginalized groups, both in academic libraries and academia more generally.

Karin Griffin notes that many of the usual tensions in the relationships between librarians and faculty “can exacerbate a sense of exclusion” for people of


color. In their panel at the Association of College and Research Libraries Conference, Jaena Alabi, Bridget Farrell, Claudine Jenda, and Pambanisha Whaley discussed the importance of inclusivity in the library workplace, and shared details both on what to watch for—microaggressions, imposter syndrome, and burnout—and the value of mentoring.

I appreciate the opportunity to learn more about intersectional feminism and to feed theory back into my practice. I may have come to theory late, but it is still very much of value to me as a library leader, for as Accardi notes in *Critical Journeys*: “you can practice feminist pedagogy without understanding or being aware of the theory, but in order for it to really transform you as a teacher, you need to know the theories or be aware of them.”

**Embracing the Novice Mindset: Challenges and Opportunities**

While I embrace the novice mindset and commit myself to continual learning, striving for intersectional feminist library leadership is not without challenges for me. Time is paramount: I must intentionally make time for this work though time can be in short supply as a director. I am not alone in this concern, as Jennifer Vinopal has asked: “How can leaders maintain a focus on these issues and hold themselves and the organization accountable, even while tending to all the other work of the organization?” I appreciate the suggestions that she offers in her article for actionable ways forward, which include recommendations for creating a diversity plan, recruitment, mentoring, and internships.

The process of submitting a proposal for and then writing this essay has led me to read more, and to read with more purpose. And

---
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as I read and learn more I also wrestle with impostor syndrome, as I know others do. Have I missed out on too much by not studying feminist theory in college or graduate school? Have I learned enough—and have I put my new knowledge into practice enough—to call myself a feminist leader? Will I ever? I have worked with and through these feelings as I write this essay, uncertain that I have read enough to begin writing, an exercise in the discomfort of questioning what I know. I have pushed past this discomfort enough to get to this point, to a finished essay, and to an uneasy truce with the feeling that there will never be a finished state to this project, to research and learning about intersectional feminism. The work is ongoing, as much important work is, and I must embrace that if I am truly committed to the goal to “take every opportunity possible to interrogate the very systems and structures that gave you the aforementioned seat at the table.”

Much of what I have learned through my reading and professional development—both in library contexts and more broadly—has been directly relevant to my work as a library director, though finding ways to bring intersectional feminism to my work more overtly can be difficult. While many libraries have convened discussion groups or committees to read and learn about diversity and inclusion, as Bourg has noted, requiring library workers to attend a program, join a committee, or complete a shared reading does not feel like a feminist act. I have also been concerned that an open invitation to participate may lead those who choose not to participate to be perceived negatively. However, as Annie Pho and Turner Masland have suggested, “we are now at a point where discussions about the intersectionality of gender, sexuality, race, and ethnicity in librarianship are happening among a wider audience,” which can lead us to initial conversations in our workplace. As well, Juleah Swanson, Ione Damasco, Isabel Gonzalez-Smith, Dracine Hodges, Todd Honma, and Azusa Tanaka remind us

37 Yousefi, “How to be a Good (Library) Boss.”


that a focus on the reality of structural and institutional sexism, racism, and other discrimination may make it easier to discuss diversity and inclusion at work, and focus on what we as members of the organization can do to address these issues.\textsuperscript{40}

As a white woman in a leadership position at a large, public, commuter college that enrolls a student population that is racially, ethnically, and economically diverse, I must also be mindful of the lure of white guilt and the white savior complex. The overt focus on social justice is one aspect of City Tech and CUNY that I admire and find meaningful. However, as Gina Schesselman-Tarango notes in her analysis of feminism and white supremacy in libraries, white women especially must be careful not to “conceive of those who benefit from our services—in particular, those who have historically been or are presently ‘Othered’—as less-than, deficient, inherently needy, or in need of ‘saving’.\textsuperscript{41} Similarly, though it is easy to feel guilty about the ways in which I benefit from white privilege and white feminism, guilt is not productive. I have started with self-education and am not finished, and I must continue to look for opportunities to help dismantle systemic sexism, racism, and other forms of discrimination.

Acknowledging and accepting that I will make mistakes as I work to incorporate intersectional feminism into my leadership practice is another challenge. I have made mistakes in the past and will certainly make them in the future, and it is important that I own and learn from them. Sometimes it means coming to recognize the difference between intent and impact, and other times it is realizing that I missed a chance to do or say something to disrupt the predominant discriminatory narrative, and vowing to do better in the future. The novice mindset can be valuable and push us to learn, but it is ultimately a vulnerable position, and it can be uncomfortable when asking questions reveals gaps in our knowledge. I acknowledge, too, that as a leader I am in a position of power and it is in many ways easier for me to make mistakes, though I also understand that if I


make too many mistakes I risk losing trust. I work to remind myself that my vulnerability and occasional discomfort makes me a better leader and helps to foster a workplace environment that supports asking questions, making mistakes, learning, and growing. Further, I am cheered by the assertion by James Williams III and Jolanda-Pieta van Arnhem that “every interaction matters;” every day I have the opportunity to intentionally bring intersectional feminism to my practice.42

My travels on the road to feminist library leadership are not complete, and I take comfort in hooks’ words when she reminds us that “There is no one path to feminism.”43 I hope that in sharing my winding and ongoing journey I can encourage others, whatever your stage of education or career or your aspirations towards leadership, to embrace the novice mindset and learn more about intersectional feminism. For me it is a worthwhile goal: working to help build the intersectional feminist library future I want to be a part of.
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Selected Learning Resources

In addition to the articles, books, and websites cited above, I have found these resources useful in learning more about intersectional feminism, anti-racism, and resisting the oppression of marginalized people:

- The University of Minnesota Gender, Women & Sexuality Studies program has created downloadable online modules to provide an introduction to many of the topics covered in their courses: Empire, The Gaze, Gender, Intersectionality, and Whiteness.
  http://cla.umn.edu/gwss/research/digital-humanities-social-justice/elearning-modules

- Hunter College, CUNY Sociology professor Jessie Daniels studies racism and feminism; the series “Trouble with White Feminists” on the Racism Review blog collects her posts that explore white feminism specifically.
  http://www.racismreview.com/blog/2015/12/30review-trouble-with-white-feminism/

- The critlib community of librarians interested in critical librarianship also maintains a website with information about the regular #critlib Twitter chats, upcoming and past unconferences and symposia, and recommended readings.
  http://critlib.org

- The Everyday Feminism website features articles and comics written for a general audience on feminism, anti-racism, and anti-LGBTQ+ discrimination.
  http://everydayfeminism.com/


